USER INSTRUCTIONS:





















Please always follow all Fire’s Health and Safety rules and regulations.
Please ensure that the camera’s stand is properly fixed on a metal disc
with grooves. Be aware that all these devises are extremely hot: please do
not move this stand/camera around the quartz window in process without
gloves.
For safety work with this camera every kiln should be positioned on a heat
resistant surface and fixed to a worktop because of light weight of our
kilns - to avoid movement around on the worktop. A masonry or concrete
floor is recommended, but other protective material like metal or ceramic
top (tiles) may be used as well.
When your kiln is in process: never cover it (with or without the Web/PC
camera) by any type of material.
Never leave your kiln with PC camera unattended when it is in use due
to high temperatures it can reach. Keep out of reach of children.
For better quality of images/movies on your PC/Laptop please always
clean the quartz window before each process. Please remember that this
camera do NOT required an additional setting when moving from/to a
firing object because it has an AUTO-FOCUS option.
If, in some reason, you want to regulate focus of the camera by hand then
just unscrew 4 screws from back wall of the camera house and carefully
move it anti– or clockwise by hand. Please do NOT torch filter or lens by
fingers: it is impossible to clean them properly without special equipment!
Please never try to repair a heat resist cameras your self because it has a
crystal and lens polished in vacuum.
When you moving the camera’s stand around the quartz window please
make sure that the camera’s cable do NOT torch the kiln’s body.
User can bend camera’s stand (or make his own, new stand) in any required position with focus between 40 mm—180 mm from the QUARTZ
WINDOW.
Please note that inside your kiln is only RED light from heating element.
It’s mean that you can not use the PC camera with kilns that have a closed
(inside of walls) heating element because of no light inside.
To install this camera on your PC/Laptop you do not required any additional software. This camera will be installed automatically in few minutes
after connected it to your PC/Laptop. Required platform is Windows-98 or
higher.
Please note that because of red, very low light inside the chamber the
quality of received image may be not as well as required and you will
need to improve the image on your PC later by any additional special picture-viewed programs like Adobe Photoshop or Microsoft Photo Viewer
or any other you like work with.
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HEAT RESIST IFR-CUT FILTER WEB/PC
CAMERA INSTALLATION USER MANUAL

FRONT AND BACK VIEW
(MODEL 2014):

1. HEAT RESIST.
2. IFR CUT-OFF FILTER.
3. FORCED AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM.
4. ULTRASOUND’s POLISHED
CRYSTAL/
5. USB-2.0 SIMPLE CONNECTION.
6. NO ADDITIONAL POWER
SUPPLY FOR COOLING FAN.

7. REGULATED
ZOOM.– AUTO FOCUS
8. MOVABLE
AROUND HOLE.
9. TOP OR FRONT POSITION.
10. WEIGHT: 240
GRAMS.
11. CABLE LENGTH:
1 METER.

FRONT INSTALLATION SAMPLE

VERTICAL POSITION (MODEL 2014):

TOP INSTALLATION SAMPLE
TOP POSITION ( SAMPLE ON MODEL 2009):

HORIZONTAL POSITION (MODEL 2014):

IMPORTANT! CAMERA’s STAND CAN BE BENDED BY ANY ANGLE.

